The Future of Energy Starts Here.
The community that’s changing the electric power sector and the education that’s driving the smart energy movement.

GRID EVOLUTION SUMMIT
SEPA
A National Town Meeting

ATTENDEE JOB LEVEL:
31% C-LEVEL
25% DIRECTOR
23% MANAGER
21% ADMINISTRATIVE

50+ UTILITIES
30+ REGULATORY STAFF

70+ SPEAKERS & THOUGHT LEADERS

THE MOST IMPORTANT ELECTRIC INDUSTRY TOPICS:
- Grid innovation
- Consumer engagement
- Rates and regulations
- Utility business models
- Information technology
- Asset deployment
- Retail & wholesale market design
- Resilience

27+ HOURS OF NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

230+ UNIQUE COMPANIES

45+ HOURS OF EDUCATION

Smart Electric Power Alliance
July 9-12, 2018, Washington, DC
Register at GridSummit.org | #GridSummit